You can change the grading basis for your class to S/U (based on your originally posted grade) through MyUNLV. Changing your grade to an S/U will remove the course from GPA and grade point balance calculations. Courses with S/U grades will still be counted as an “attempt” which may impact the number of times you can take the class in the future, and may have impacts on your financial aid. Courses with S/U grading may not be acceptable for degree requirements, or professional schools and some courses are ineligible based on your major or program. You should speak with your Academic Advisor about the impacts of an S/U grade before changing your grade basis.

1. Click on the View Grades tile on the Rebel Student Homepage

2. Select the term you would like to request an S/U grade for
3. You will see a list of your classes and the grades that have been posted
   a. If the class is not eligible for S/U grading it will be stated next to the grade
   b. You can only request S/U grading for classes that have a letter grade posted
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   c. Click the button to Change Grade to S/U
      i. Verify you have selected the correct class, this grade change is permanent
      ii. Your new grade will be automatically determined based on your originally posted grade
   d. You can review the S/U policy by clicking on the hyperlink at the bottom of the page
   e. If you have any questions or concerns you should contact your academic advisor prior to changing your grade to S/U
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4. Confirm you would like to change your grade to S/U
   a. The title of the class will be visible so that you can verify you have selected the first class
   b. This action cannot be undone. Once you change the grade basis it cannot be changed back
5. You can see your updated grade and GPA immediately